Free trial extended for 3 more days! You will have to hurry to try NEW SensiTone for FREE!

I

t had to happen. After
two decades of historic
anti-aging discoveries,
it was only a matter
of time before one would
be developed that not only
produced better results
on skin aging, but did so
without poisoning, stripping,
burning, or drying even the
most sensitive skin.

And it’s already big news. Now with
over 80% of Australians falling into
the ‘sensitive’ skin type, it’s not
surprising that some cosmeticians
are heralding the launch of new
‘SensiTone’ as THE ‘most significant
anti-aging mediceutical of this
generation.’

claiming that Retinaldehyde was
500 times more powerful than
Retinol. While our pioneering
cosmetician Vivienne Somers
commented, “No-one would
recommend Retinol on sensitive
skin so putting something 500
times MORE powerful seemed like
throwing napalm on a bed of roses.”
Fortunately that was not the case.
Clinical data showed
‘Retinaldehyde’ was not only
suitable for sensitive skin but was
in fact the ONLY ingredient found
to help the sensitive skin condition
Rosacea with ‘more than 75% of
people seeing a significant reduction
in redness without irritation.’

Another trial proved Retinaldehyde
was a better option on the raw
skin of acne sufferers. And a
double blind study on 144
What is surprising however, is that
patients published in the American
this revolutionary sensitive skin
Academy of Dermatology showed
breakthrough (possibly the most
Retinaldehyde was effective at
remarkable ever to come out of
reducing wrinkles
Australia)
without side
almost never
Some cosmeticians are heralding effects.
saw the light
the launch of new ‘SensiTone’ as
of day. In fact
“It’s what we
when it was
the most significant anti-aging call the ‘Vitamin
first analysed
mediceutical of this generation. A paradox’”
the scientists
explains
didn’t even
skincare expert, Clint Dowdell,
test it on sensitive skin presuming
“People with sensitive skin avoided
that it would be just too powerful.
Retinol because the molecules are
Dr Ben Johnson in the USA was

too large to get into skin so it sits
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AFTER

Everyone who calls the sensitive skin hotline 1300 375 217 in the next 72 hours can see
results like these on their own signs of aging FOR FREE. This delighted volunteer had
never been able to use powerful cosmeceuticals on her sensitive skin before. She wrote
“After just weeks of using SensiTone, I was surprised to see it was already working on both
my skin discolouration and wrinkles. Now look at me after a month - I couldn’t even have
imagined it would be this dramatic - thank goodness I called up for a free trial when I had
the chance!”

on the outside burning the dermis.
Retinaldehyde is 500 times more
effective without damage because
it doesn’t sit burning the outside
but gets deep into the skin where
it can be actively used to remodel
it from within.”
It was a real paradigm shift but one
that many agree needed to happen.
“You only have to look at the long
term effects of surface exfoliating to
know its days are numbered.” wrote
journalist Sam Brett, “Some older
Hollywood actresses skin is now so
papery it looks like their face could

blow away!
Hopefully
SensiTone will
replace these
damaging
peels it’s truly
revolutionary
not just for
sensitive
skin but for
everyone!”

ALL THIS
FOR FREE!
2 x SensiTone
1 x Cleanser
1 x Toner
1 x Eye Cream

How to get your
SensiTone to TRY
FOR FREE!
Readers need to start calling
the Sensitive Skin Hotline on
1300 375 217 from 8am today. If
lines are busy please keep calling.
All those who beat the 3-day order
deadline will be eligible to get their
first order of SensiTone to try for FREE.
PLUS the first 155 callers will also get
a free cosmeceutical strength toner,
cleanser and eye cream to complete
their new ‘sensitive skin’ regime. To
prevent SensiTone fans stock piling the
cream before stores restock, a strict
maximum order of 2 jars of SensiTone
per household has been imposed. The
FREE TRIAL offer is only available for 72
hours as SensiTone supplies are already
running low. After that deadline women
wishing to see the remarkable antiaging effects on their own sensitive skin
could have to pay as much as $69.95
when the Phase 2 launches at their
local pharmacy. This is a very limited
free trial opportunity with 3 valuable free
gifts the likes of which has never been
seen for a sensitive skin treatment of
this importance before.

Hurry Call

1300
375 217
for your SensiTone Free Trial today
to make sure you don’t miss out.
(Strict limit of 2 jars per household)
Postage & Handling $9.95. Credit card holders only.
Terms & conditions apply.
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Is this the World’s Most
Powerful Wrinkle Eraser
for sensitive skin?

